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Uni students get stuck in traffic for Nokia
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It's not often that you get people volunteering to get stuck in traffic. However, that's exactly
what happened last week in Northern California.

About 150 students from the
University of California at
Berkeley participated a project
devised to test the potential of
using GPS-enabled, internet-
connected mobile phones as aids
for reporting real-time information
on traffic congestion. The test by
the university was done in
collaboration with Nokia, and the
California Transportation
Department.

Real-time traffic services are
nothing new in the United States
and Europe. In America, services
from satellite radio companies,
such as XM and Sirius, as well as
maps from Google and Yahoo
provide colour-coded estimates of
traffic flow and congestion in
certain major urban areas. The
trouble is these data feeds rely on a complex infrastructure of roadside and pavement-mounted sensors
and cameras, which cost a lot of money to install and maintain. As our colleagues in the States found in
recent field test, they're also not always completely accurate. This project, known as "Mobile Century",
was designed to test the accuracy and viability of using a network of specially programmed Nokia N95
smartphones as anonymously-reporting probes in a real-world traffic environment.

In the driver's seat
UC Berkeley provided a supply of test drivers who were sent out in three teams with different assigned
routes. Cars were sent out in waves of three vehicles per minute. About 150 people in 100 cars
participated in this event.
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Design concepts at 2008 Geneva Auto Show
The Geneva Auto Show may be the catwalk of the automotive world, but it is also the test
lab for future design concepts. As usual, this year's show had plenty of blue-sky projects
on display.

Production Toyota iQ uses intelligent design to get Smart
When Toyota brought the iQ concept car to Frankfurt last year, we knew that a production
version of car was on its way. Proving our crystal ball correct, Toyota unveiled the
showroom-bound version at this year's Geneva Auto Show.

Lancer evolves to take on WRX and STI
Mitsubishi is taking full aim at Subaru's road-going rally car hegemony, announcing
specifications of its Lancer Evolution models, and the unveiling of the Lancer Ralliart in
Australia for the first time.

Safest of the safe: Volvo XC60
Volvo is making bold claims about its new XC60 crossover. The small 4WD was touted as
"the safest Volvo ever" as it was driven out to make its world debut at the 2008 Geneva
Auto Show.
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Smart fortwo coupe (2008)
We've taken the second-gen Smart
fortwo for a quick spin and, although
the diminutive city runabout has grown
up, expanding in all directions, it's surprisingly
peppy around town.
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